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We report total-energy electronic-structure calculations based on density functional theory performed on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) encapsulated in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). We find that the encapsulation reaction is exothermic for nanotubes with diameters greater than 1.33 nm. The energy gain is calculated to be in the range of 0.8–1.5 eV/nm, depending on tube diameter, base sequences, and ssDNA structure. In optimal ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid-system geometries, the polar groups of ssDNA, i.e., the POH moiety in its backbone, are located adjacent to the wall of the nanotube. The electronic structure of the hybrid system is qualitatively similar to a simple sum of those of an isolated ssDNA molecule and an empty SWCNT. However, detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the hybrid system reveals that the encapsulation of ssDNA into a SWCNT affects the electronic structures of both the ssDNA and the SWCNT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In nanometer-scale materials, the atomistic conformation of the material crucially correlates with its electronic properties. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the members of this group, whose electronic structures range from semiconductor to metal depending on the atomic arrangement along the circumference of the material. Biomaterials are another group of materials that are well known to have a strong correlation between their function and conformation. A combination of these two representatives is thus expected to exhibit an unusual conformation in each constituent, which would result in a class of the hybrid nanomaterials which has unique electronic and functional variations.

Indeed, the possibility of the encapsulation of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) has recently been the subject of research with the goal of broadening potential applications of the hybrid systems to nanotechnologies such as serving as building blocks for electronic devices, electronic DNA sequencing, and gene delivery systems. For instance, DNA transport through a membrane containing nanotubes has been directly observed through fluorescence spectroscopy, and electrophoretic transport of single-stranded RNA molecules through the nanopores of nanotube-membrane systems has been simulated using molecular dynamics calculations. Recently, the formation of SWCNT-encapsulated ssDNA has been demonstrated experimentally. Furthermore, the encapsulation of ssDNA in double-walled carbon nanotubes has also been achieved experimentally.

With regard to their potential applications, considerable attention has been devoted to the control of the electronic properties of DNA-CNT hybrid materials by selecting the base sequence of the DNA molecule. For example, SWCNT-encapsulated ssDNA could be fabricated to serve as a conducting channel for a field-effect transistor (FET); it has been demonstrated that transport properties of semiconducting SWCNTs can be controlled by the encapsulation of a ssDNA molecule, which has a properly selected base sequence. In particular, single-stranded polyguanine can change the \( p \)-type characteristic of pristine SWCNTs into the \( n \)-type character, while single-stranded polycytosine simply enhances the \( p \)-type character. These experimental results have created the possibility of the formation of a \( p-n \) junction by using the DNA-CNT hybrid systems, which suggests that this system could be a feasible building block for nanoelectronic devices. However, despite the successful fabrication of the ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid system, its fundamental characteristics are still far from being fully understood.

The purpose of this work is to provide theoretical insight into the energetics, geometry, and electronic structure of the SWCNT-encapsulated ssDNA. Here we simulate isolated chains of ssDNA of infinite length that have been inserted in \((n, 0)\) zigzag nanotubes \((n = 16...26)\) to probe the properties of these hybrid systems. Total-energy electronic-structure calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) are performed on the models. Our calculations show that the encapsulation reaction of ssDNA is exothermic for CNTs with diameters greater than 1.33 nm, but the energy gain upon encapsulation strongly depends on the tube diameter, base sequences, and ssDNA conformation. The electronic structure of the hybrid systems is qualitatively similar to the sum of those of an isolated ssDNA and an empty SWCNT. However, the encapsulation of ssDNA into a SWCNT quantitatively affects electronic properties of both the ssDNA and the SWCNT. The outcome of this set of calculations shows the unique role of the inner space of the SWCNTs in the control of functionalization of the DNA-CNT hybrid system.

II. CALCULATION METHODS

We consider four representative types of ssDNA of infinite length that have repeating base sequences of adenine (poly-A), guanine (poly-G), thymine (poly-T), or cytosine (poly-C). These ssDNA molecules were inserted into \((n, 0)\) zigzag carbon nanotubes \((n = 16...26)\), which leads to the formation of the ssDNA-SWCNTs hybrid systems. We imposed a commensurability condition between the one-dimensional periodicity of the CNT and repeating periodicity of the ssDNA. Consequently, the lattice parameter \( c \) becomes 8.52 Å along the tube direction, corresponding to a double period of the
zigzag CNT and the double bases of the ssDNA chain. For the lateral direction, we used a square lattice where the system is separated by more than 6 Å from its periodically repeated images to avoid artificial effects. Due to the commensurability condition between CNT and ssDNA, we consider the zigzag carbon nanotube as a host tube for ssDNA. All calculations were performed using DFT.12,13 We used the local-density approximation (LDA) to treat the exchange-correlation interactions for electrons.14 The LDA is known to well reproduce the layer-layer distance of graphite in agreement with the experimental results, thereby being widely used for carbon related systems.15–18 The use of this approximation could thus provide a qualitatively reasonable description of the geometric and electronic structures of ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid-system. Electron-ion interactions were described using Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials.19 Valence wave functions were expanded in terms of a plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 70 Ry. Four \( k \) points in the one-dimensional Brillouin zone (BZ) were sampled for the BZ integration. During the geometry optimizations, all atoms were relaxed until the residual forces were less than 0.14 eV/Å.

The calculations were performed using the CPMD code.20

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows optimized geometries of ssDNA in two different conformations inside the SWCNTs whose diameters are the most appropriate for each base sequence. In these ssDNA conformations, the base planes are approximately parallel or perpendicular to its backbone, which will be referred to as the coating or stacking forms, respectively. In all of the bases, the POH moiety in the backbone of the ssDNA molecule is located in the vicinity of the wall of the nanotube and its hydroxyl group points toward the wall. The calculated distances between the H atom of the hydroxyl group and the CNT wall are in the range of 1.74–2.36 Å. These distances are close to typical hydrogen bonding lengths; the hydrogen and hydrogen-bonding-acceptor distance in normal hydrogen bonds is in the range of 1.5–2.2 Å.21 The smallest distance, \( d = 1.74 \) Å, is obtained in the case of the coating form of poly-C encapsulated in a (18,0) nanotube (Fig. 1). In this case, the wall of the CNT near the POH moiety is slightly distorted from a perfectly cylindrical shape. However, no significant structural distortion is present in the remaining parts of the system. A similar tendency is observed in the cases for the stacking forms of poly-A, poly-G, poly-T, and poly-C.

We next investigate encapsulation energy \( \Delta E \), which is defined by the following reaction:

\[(n,0) \text{ tube} + \text{ssDNA} \rightarrow \text{ssDNA@}(n,0) + \Delta E.\]

In this reaction, total energies for each constituent are calculated on the fully relaxed geometries in vacuum condition. Figure 2 shows the encapsulation energy as a function of the diameter of the SWCNTs. The encapsulation reaction is exothermic for most of the nanotubes. The narrowest CNT diameter for allowing encapsulation is 1.33 nm for poly-A, 1.65 nm for poly-G, 1.65 nm for poly-T, and 1.57 nm for poly-C. In these optimal CNT configurations, the energy and 1.41 nm for poly-C in the coating forms, whereas in the case of the stacking form, they are 1.65 nm for poly-A, 1.65 nm for poly-G, 1.65 nm for poly-T, and 1.57 nm for poly-C. In these optimal CNT configurations, the energy...
gain upon encapsulation for each ssDNA molecule is $-1.41$, $-1.36$, $-1.55$, and $-1.33$ eV/nm for the coating forms of poly-A, poly-G, poly-T, and poly-C, respectively, while it is $-1.02$, $-1.19$, $-0.78$, and $-0.94$ eV/nm in the case of the stacking forms, respectively. These results provide a clear indication that the energetics depend not only on the space provided by the CNT, but also on the base sequences and conformations of the ssDNA. Based on this base-sequence dependency, SWCNTs could be applied as nanometer-scale molecular filters that would be able to extract isolated bases or homogenous polymers.

In the case of encapsulated-ssDNA conformation, there are two characteristic arrangements inside the SWCNTs, the coating and stacking configurations, which are shown in Fig. 1. In the coating configuration, the base planes of the ssDNA are tilted or parallel with respect to its backbone, while in the stacking configuration, they are aligned perpendicular to the backbone. Because of the difference in size between these two forms, it is expected that the nanometer-scale space inside the CNT could be used to control the conformation of the ssDNA. This would allow the tuning of their functions and electronic structures. Indeed, from Fig. 2, it can be seen that ssDNA in the coating configurations can be inserted into much thinner tubes than the stacking ones, and also have larger encapsulation energies. On the other hand, the stacking arrangement is more favorable for CNTs of larger diameters. This indicates that the stability of these two conformations can be tuned according to the size of the inner space of the SWCNTs. To qualitatively investigate the stability of the ssDNA conformations, we compare the relative stability of these two typical conformations against the tube index $n$. The red, green, blue, and purple horizontal lines indicate the values obtained for isolated poly-A, poly-G, poly-T, and poly-C in vacuum, respectively. However, the stacking configuration is favorable for the (22, 0) CNT, which has a diameter of 1.73 nm for all of the base sequences. When the diameter is increased further, the stability of these two configurations asymptotically approaches that of the isolated case. These results indicate that the inner space of the SWCNTs controls the stability of this hybrid system and the conformation of the encapsulated ssDNA.

Figure 4 shows the redistribution of the valence charge upon the encapsulation of the ssDNA in the SWCNT that has the optimal diameter for the base sequence of the implanted ssDNA. Electrons collect in the spacious region between the POH moiety of the ssDNA and the wall of nanotube. This is predominantly caused by the existence of polarized O-H bonds near the nanotube wall, where effective attractive potentials are generated by the positively charged H atoms. The situation is similar in the case of the other polar groups in ssDNA. Specifically, the electrons tend to collect near the NH$_2$ group of the ssDNA backbone, and the nanotube wall are of great importance. In other words, the interactions between the polar groups, particularly those of the POH moiety in the ssDNA backbone, and the nanotube wall are of great importance. The isovalue is $7.5 \times 10^{-4}$ (e/a.u.$^3$).

FIG. 4. (Color) Isosurface of the difference between the electron density of the ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid system and the sum of those of each component, i.e., $\Delta \rho(r) = \rho_{ssDNA@SWCNT}(r) - \rho_{swCNT}(r) - \rho_{ssDNA}(r)$, for the (a) coating and (b) stacking ssDNA configurations. Blue and pink represent positive and negative values, respectively. The atomic configurations are the same as those of Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. (Color) Total energy difference between the coating and stacking ssDNA-SWCNT systems, i.e., $\Delta E(n) = E_{\text{coat}}(n) - E_{\text{stack}}(n)$, plotted as a function of the tube index $n$. The red, green, blue, and purple horizontal lines indicate the values obtained for isolated poly-A, poly-G, poly-T, and poly-C in vacuum, respectively.
We note that a recent study on SWCNT-encapsulated ssDNA based on classical molecular dynamics has shown the importance of both of van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions between the ssDNA bases and the SWCNT. In addition to these two interactions, our first-principles calculations highlight that the electrostatic interaction induced by the ssDNA backbone is another important factor in determining the energetics of this hybrid system. The existence of such an interaction is supported through a comparison of the electronic energy bands of ssDNA in the coating and unoccupied states below \(-5\) eV and above \(-3\) eV relative to the vacuum level, respectively. Interestingly, these bands shift upward upon encapsulation regardless of the ssDNA conformation and base sequence. This is predominantly caused by a change in average potential upon the encapsulation of the ssDNA chains in the nanometer spacing of the SWCNTs.

A detailed analysis of the electronic structure can clarify the interesting alterations to the electronic structures of both ssDNA and SWCNT. We first consider the ionization potential of the ssDNA. In general, the guanine base has the shallowest ionization potential among the four bases species, which indicates that the electronic properties of DNA depend on this base sequence. In addition to its base sequence dependence, we find that the ionization potential for the bases also depends on the size of the inner space of the nanotubes. Figure 6 shows the interesting alterations to the electronic structures of both ssDNA chains in the nanometer spacing of the SWCNTs.

FIG. 5. Energy band structures of the ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid systems, isolated ssDNA, and isolated SWCNTs, for the (a) coating and (b) stacking conformations. Energies are measured from the vacuum levels, which were evaluated from the values of the self-consistent local potential at the edge of the unit cell. The atomic configurations are the same as those of Fig. 1.
inside thin nanotubes, while in nanotubes of large diameter, the adenine base has a similar ionization potential to the guanine base. This feature arises from conformation effects in the ssDNA upon the SWCNT encapsulation. Indeed, our calculations performed on isolated ssDNA molecules with coating and stacking conformations show that the order of the ionization potentials is \( G (5.40 \text{ eV}) < C (5.64 \text{ eV}) < A (5.80 \text{ eV}) < T (5.90 \text{ eV}) \) for the coating configuration, whereas it is \( A (5.41 \text{ eV}) < G (5.43 \text{ eV}) < C (5.92 \text{ eV}) < T (6.31 \text{ eV}) \) for the stacking configuration. These results suggest that electronic properties of ssDNA are altered when it is encapsulated in a SWCNT. Therefore, the nanometer-scale space of the SWCNT can control the conformation of the ssDNA, which allows the tuning of its electronic properties.

Let us next consider the electronic properties of the host SWCNT. Figure 7 shows the energy gap modulation in the SWCNT when it encapsulates ssDNA molecules of various base sequences and conformations. This modulation is defined as \( \Delta E_{\text{gap}} = E_{\text{ssDNA@SWCNT}} - E_{\text{SWCNT}} \). It was found that the energy gap of a SWCNT encapsulating a ssDNA molecule is modulated by a few tens of meV. However, the exact value depends on the base sequences and conformations of the ssDNA molecule. In sharp contrast to the C60 encapsulated in CNTs,23 the gap modulation does not exhibit a distinct family pattern dependence. However, for the SWCNT, ssDNA encapsulation leads to gap modulation that is base sequence dependent. This indicates that the identification of base sequences may be possible by monitoring the energy gap of the SWCNT instead of direct observation on the DNA properties.

In addition to the modulation of the energy gap of SWCNTs, there is a change in the absolute eigenvalues that describe the SWCNT \( E_{11} \) gap. Figure 8 shows the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band for \((19, 0)\) and \((20, 0)\) SWCNTs. In the case of the \((20, 0)\) CNT, the valence band top for the DNA-SWCNT system is lowered by a few tens of meV compared with that of the empty CNT. Furthermore, among the four kinds of ssDNA, SWCNT-encapsulated poly-T possesses the shallowest level, while poly-C has the deepest one. On the other hand, the valence top of the \((19, 0)\)-SWCNT-encapsulated poly-G was found to be the deepest level, whereas that of poly-C becomes the shallowest. Thus, the occupied states of SWCNT-encapsulated DNA exhibit significant modulations that depend on the base sequence. For the unoccupied states, a base dependency similar to that of the occupied states is found in each case. Note that the base dependence of the absolute eigenvalues of the DNA-SWCNT system could be one of the key factors in the conduction properties of a FET made from this hybrid; these FETs have been experimentally shown to have a base-sequence dependency.11

### IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the energetics and the electronic structures of SWCNT-encapsulated ssDNA by using first-principles total-energy calculations based on DFT. These calculations have indicated that the encapsulation reaction is exothermic for nanotubes of diameters greater than 1.33 nm. The energy gain upon DNA encapsulation is in the range of 0.8–1.5 eV/nm and depends on tube diameter, base sequences, and ssDNA structures. In energetically stable geometries of
the ssDNA-SWCNT hybrid systems, the polar groups of the ssDNA, i.e., the POH moiety in its backbone, are located in the vicinity of the nanotube wall. Although the electronic structure of the hybrid system is similar to a simple sum of the electronic energy bands of an isolated ssDNA molecule and an empty SWCNT, the encapsulation leads to the significant changes in the electronic structure of each constituent unit. The $E_{11}$ energy gap of the SWCNT is shifted by a few tens of meV relative to that of the empty SWCNT, and the depth of the eigenvalues of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states of DNA is also shifted. This study highlights the functional importance of the nanoscale inner space of the SWCNTs for controlling behavior of the encapsulated ssDNA, which raises the possibility of DNA-nanotube-based technologies.
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